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We study the application of bootstrap procedures to the problem of
constructing conﬁdence intervals for the coeﬃcients of random eﬀects
panel data models, based on GLS point estimation. The central
problem is the one of adequately resampling from the estimated
residuals of the model, avoiding violations of the structural features
of the random shocks.
January 14, 20001I n t r o d u c t i o n
One of the most important tools in microeconometrics, as well as in other ﬁelds
of econometrics, is the use of models that combine time series and cross-sectional
data, or panel data models. On the other hand, bootstrap procedures to evaluate
the accuracy of summary statistics, or for inference problems in general, have
gained popularity. Although they are computationally more expensive than
standard methods, they can be applied to almost any statistical problem, do
not pose problems when the statistician transforms her or his parameters, are
usually more accurate than the standard intervals1 and do not require having
to assume particular probability distributions2.
In this paper, we study the application of bootstrap procedures to the prob-
lem of constructing conﬁdence intervals for the coeﬃcients of random eﬀects
panel data models, based on GLS point estimation. The central problem is the
one of adequately resampling from the estimated residuals of the model, avoid-
ing (important) violations of the structural features of the random processes.
The paper is organized as follows: in the following section we introduce the
random eﬀects panel data model; then, we study the generalities of the boot-
strap procedures, paying particular attention to the resampling problem for a
random eﬀects panel data model. In particular we concentrate in the problem
of resampling the estimated residuals in a coherent way that avoids the impo-
sition of false restrictions on the structure of the random shocks. We propose
four alternative resampling plans; after that, we introduce an experiment that
tests the proposed plans; once we analyze the results of our experiment, we
state some conclusions that are to be taken as a preliminary approach to the
problem.
2 The Random Eﬀects Panel Data Model
2.1 Model and Assumptions
Consider the following canonical model:
yit = β
0xit + vi + εt + wit (1)
where i ∈ {1,2,...,N}, t ∈ {1,2,...,T}, the dimensions of both xit and β are
K × 1 and all the other terms in the equation are scalars. vi, εt and wit are
random disturbances3,a n dxit is the vector of explanatory variables. We assume







1Efron (1987), p. 171.
2Efron and Tibshirani (1993), p. 160.
3vi is an individual-speciﬁc,o ridiosincratic,s h o c k ,w h i l eεt is time-speciﬁc.S i n c e wit
is not particualr of an individual or time period, we will refer to it as a unspeciﬁc shock.
1where xS
it is a (K − 1) × 1 vector.
We also assume that the following conditions are satisﬁed:
Condition 1 : E (vi)=E (εt)=E (wit)=0
















w if i = j and t = s
0 otherwise
Condition 4 : ∀ i ∈ {1,2,...,N} and ∀t ∈ {1,2,...,T}, E (vixit)=E (εtxit)=
E (witxit)=0
Under these conditions, it is straightforward that

















































































































where XS is a NT × (K − 1) matrix. Then, we can reexpress (3) as
y = Xβ+ v ⊗ lT +( lN ⊗ IT)ε + w (3)














= v ⊗ lT +( lN ⊗ IT)ε + w
one gets
Ω = E (uu0 | X)=σ2





























C and b β
C
GLS are scalars and β
S and b β
S
GLS are (K − 1)×1 vectors. Since
Ω is usually hard to invert, some algebra —Judge et al, (1985)— shows that one

























































































































33 Bootstrap Conﬁdence Intervals
3.1 Bootstrap Procedures
Any bootstrap procedure follows two basic concepts:
Deﬁnition 5 Let the sequence hzmi
M
m=1 represent a random sample of size M,
0 <M<∞, of a random variable Z, which has distribution function F :
R −→ [0,1].T h e empirical distribution function,d e n o t e d b F : R −→ [0,1],
is the (simple) function that assigns to each zm am a s sM−1. Thus, b F (z)=
M−1Card{zm ∈ (−∞,z]}.
Deﬁnition 6 Let z represent the set of all distribution functions, and consider
a mapping θ : zθ −→ Θ where zθ ⊆ z.I f F ∈ zθ,w er e f e rt oθ(F) as
a parameter of the distribution F.T h eplug-in estimate of such parameter is




,w h e n e v e rb F ∈ zθ.
In particular, consider the case of a regression model
ym = β
0xm + um
for m ∈ {1,2,...,M}. The bootstrap conﬁdence intervals procedure consists of








m=1,f o rb ∈ {1,2,...,B}4; then, the sequence of the
dependent variable (y) is recreated, conditional on the independent variables







m = b β
0
xm + b ub
m); then, for each b, an e wb βb is estimated using the
observed sequence hxmi
M











, and can calculate its (simple) distribution function
b G : R −→ [0,1], which is the empirical analogous of the (possibly unknown)
distribution function, G, of the random variable b β; Finally, one uses the plug-in
principle and, through the inverse function b G−1, obtains the conﬁdence inter-
val5.
3.2 Resampling from the GLS residuals
The crux of the problem in the case of panel data models is that there is no
obvious way to resample the estimated residuals. The whole point is that when
we obtain the estimated residuals, what we are getting (retaking the notation







,w h e r euit = vi+εt+wit,
while, ideally, we would like to resample independently from each of the following
sequences: hb vii
N










4B is a “large” integer number about whose determination we will later talk.
5How exactly to determine the bounds will be explained later on.
4Before proceeding, we introduce the following deﬁnitions:
Deﬁnition 7 Ar e s a m p l i n gp l a ni stime-coherent if ∀b
b ub
it = b vi0 +b εs + b wi00s0 =⇒ b ub
jt = b vj0 +b εs + b wj00s00 ∀j ∈ {1,...,N}
where i,i0,i 00,j0,j00 ∈ {1,...,N} and t,s,s0,s 00 ∈ {1,...,T}.
Deﬁnition 8 Ar e s a m p l i n gp l a ni sindividual-coherent if ∀b
b ub
it = b vj +b εt0 + b wj0t00 =⇒ b ub
is = b vj +b εs0 + b wj00s00 ∀s ∈ {1,...,T}
where i,j,j0,j00 ∈ {1,...,N} and t,t0,t 00,s 0,s 00 ∈ {1,...,T}.
Deﬁnition 9 A resampling plan is dynamically over-restrictive if ∃b such that
b ub
it = b vi0 +b εt0 + b wi00t00 =⇒∃ s ∈ {1,...,T},s6= t : b ub
is = b vj +b εs0 + b wj0t00
where i,i0,i 00,j,j0 ∈ {1,...,N} and t,t0,t 00,s 0 ∈ {1,...,T}.
Deﬁnition 10 A resampling plan is cross-sectionally over-restrictive if ∃b such
that
b ub
it = b vi0 +b εt0 + b wi00t00 =⇒∃ j ∈ {1,...,N},j6= i : b ub
jt = b vj0 +b εs + b wi00s0
where i,i0,i 00,j0 ∈ {1,...,N} and t,t0,t 00s,s0 ∈ {1,...,T}.
Since the notation is cumbersome, these deﬁnitions deserve further comment.
A plan is time-coherent if, during the simulations, if at time t an individual re-
ceives the time-speciﬁc shock corresponding to time s (b εs), then all the other
individuals should receive that same time-speciﬁc shock at that same time pe-
riod. A plan is individual-coherent if, during the simulations, at some period
an individual i receives the idiosyncratic shock corresponding to individual j
(b vj), implies then that at all other time periods, that same individual (i)s h o u l d
receive that same individual-speciﬁc shock. One would like to use a plan that
is both time- and individual-coherent.
On the other hand, a plan is dynamically over-restrictive if it happens that,
during some simulation, the fact that at time t one individual receives an unspe-
ciﬁc shock corresponding to some time period t00 (b wi00t00)s u ﬃces to imply that
the same individual will (at some other point) receive another unspeciﬁcs h o c k
corresponding to that same time period (t00). Since w is unspeciﬁc, one would
like to have a plan where that does not happen. In some sense, a dynamically
over-restrictive imposes to the empirical distribution of w a dynamic correlation
that we have ruled out form the features of the true distribution. Similarly,
a plan is cross-sectionally over-restrictive if, during some simulation, the fact
that at some time period individual i receives an unspeciﬁc shock corresponding
to some individual i00 implies that at that same time period someone else will
receive a unspeciﬁc shock also corresponding to i00 (although, maybe at some
5other time). Again, this amounts to empirically imposing to w a cross-sectional
correlation that it does not have. One would like to avoid such imposition.
One choice that the researcher has is to try and study the possibility of de-
composing between the three components6.W et a k ead i ﬀerent approach. What








see their advantages and disadvantages in terms of the features we just deﬁned.
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where the rows are the time dimension and the columns are the cross-sectional

































3.2.1 Incoherent Resampling Plan (IRP)
One ﬁrst approach would be to ignore the coherence problem altogether and







giving a probability mass equal to
1/NT to each and all of its elements. In terms of the matrices we introduced
beforehand, this means to ﬁll each of the positions of the matrix 9 by random
selection (with replacement) of the elements of matrix 8 with probability 1/NT.
The advantage of this plan is that it is not over-restrictive, neither dynamically
nor cross-sectionally. The cost it implies is, however, that our resampling will
be both time- and individual-incoherent.
6The most appealing way probably being to use the estimators b β
S
1 and b β
S
2 to obtain hb viiN
i=1
and hb εtiT






. This is interesting but is not free

















vi = E (vi)=0and,
nonetheless, introduces theoretical problems regarding the variances.
7One must be cautious and notice that, contrary to what is usual, b uit is placed in the (t,i)
entry of the matrix in the sense that it occupies the tth row and the ith column.
63.2.2 (Fully) Coherent Resampling Plan (CRP)
On the other extreme, we can use a plan that fully ensures the coherence of
matrix 9. The plan consists of two steps, the order of which is immaterial:
• First, one constructs a matrix whose rows are randomly selected (with
replacement) from the rows of matrix 8, with probability 1/T.T h ek e yf a c t
at this step, is that one preserves the row of matrix 8 when constructing
the new matrix. This fact ensures the time-coherence of the plan.
• Then, based on the new matrix we just created, we create matrix 9. To
do it coherently, one selects the columns of 9 randomly (and with re-
placement) from the columns of the matrix previously constructed, with
probability 1/N. This ensures the individual-coherence of the plan.
The advantages of the plan are, as we just said, its full coherence. Its
disadvantage should also be clear: resampling in this way is both dynamically
and cross-sectionally over-restrictive.
3.2.3 Time-Coherent Resampling Plan (TCRP)
Another alternative combines the ideas of the (extreme) previous plans. Again,
there are two steps:
• As in the CRP, one ﬁrst constructs a matrix whose rows are randomly
selected (with replacement) from the rows of matrix 8, with probability
1/T. Again, this suﬃces to ensure the time-coherence of the plan.
• Now, in order to avoid being cross-sectionally over-restrictive, one con-
structs matrix 9 by randomly choosing for each element of its rows from
the elements of the corresponding row of the previously created matrix,
with probability 1/N. This is independently repeated for each of the rows.
The diﬀerence between the last steps of the TCRP and the CRP is simple:
while in the CRP one resamples the whole columns, in the TCRP one resamples,
for each row, element by element. The independence that the second step
of the TCRP has implies that it is not cross-sectionally over-restrictive while
the dependence that the ﬁrst step has implies that it is time-coherent. The
disadvantages are clear, the TCRP is not individual-coherent and is dynamically
over-restrictive.
3.2.4 Individual-Coherent Plan (ICRP)
The fourth alternative is the “transpose” of the concept behind the TCRP:
• First, one creates a matrix whose columns are randomly selected (with
replacement) from the columns of matrix 8, with probability 1/N.T h e
fact that one preserves the whole column suﬃces to imply that the plan
is individual-coherent.
7• Then, one constructs matrix 9 by randomly choosing for each element of its
columns one element of the corresponding column of the matrix created
in the ﬁrst step, with probability 1/T. T h i si sd o n ei n d e p e n d e n t l yf o r
each of the columns, which ensures that the plan is not 1/N dynamically
over-restrictive.
We already mentioned the advantages of the ICRP plan: it is individual-
coherent and not dynamically over-restrictive. Its disadvantages are also clear:
it is time-incoherent and cross-sectionally over-restrictive.
3.2.5 Choosing the right plan
It must be clear now that, without identifying each of the components of b uit one
cannot get a perfect plan: time-coherence implies dynamic over-restrictiveness,
and individual-coherence implies cross-sectional over-restrictiveness. What we




w imply “better” or “worse” conﬁdence intervals in each of the
resampling plans. Before that, however, we introduce the concepts that we will
need for the construction of the conﬁdence intervals.
3.3 The BC Conﬁdence Intervals
















,a sw e l la s b βGLS,a r e
























. Suppose, for simplicity8, K =1 . Then, one constructs the
mapping b G : R −→ [0,1], which is, as we had previously said, the (empirical)
cdf of b βb. The determination of the 1 − 2α conﬁdence interval9 reduces now to
simply determining some critical points of such cdf.
Efron (1987) introduced a bootstrap conﬁdence interval which proved to
have reduced bias and high accuracy. It was called the BCa conﬁdence interval.
Let Φ : R −→ [0,1] represent the standard normal cdf and let βBCa(α) and
β









b G−1 (Φ(z (α))), b G−1 (Φ(z (1 − α)))
i
(10)
where the function z :[ 0 ,1] −→ R is deﬁned as
z (γ)=z0 +
z0 + Φ−1 (γ)
1 − a(z0 + Φ−1 (γ))
(11)
8In the case K>1, one does the following for the element of b βb corresponding to the one
of β on whose conﬁdence interval one is interested.
9i.e. one which leaves (100α)% of the probability mass below its lower bound and (100α)%



















where equation 13 is only an approximation and
·
 βis the score function of the
random variable b β under the parameter β10.
If one forces a =0 ,s ot h a te q u a t i o n1 1b e c o m e s
z (γ)=2 z0 + Φ−1 (γ) (14)
and still uses 12, then 10 can be used to ﬁnd βBC(α) and β
BC
(α),d e ﬁning the
BC bootstrap conﬁdence interval.
4O u r E x p e r i m e n t
We carried out an experiment to evaluate the performance of our resampling
plans in what has to do with the bias and width of the BC (and BCa, we think)
conﬁdence interval. The design of the experiment was as follows.
We let K =2and N = T =2 0and construct a matrix X (400 × 2)a s
deﬁn e di ns e c t i o n2 . 1 11. Then, we simulated random shocks as follows:















using diﬀerent conﬁgurations for the variances.
With the sequences of shocks, and the matrix X, we constructed y (400×1)






Then, we constructed BC conﬁdence intervals13 for the “slope” coeﬃcient
10That is, the gradient of the log-likelihood function.
11Actually, the ﬁrst 10 observations of the ﬁrst 4 individuals were taken from Judge et al
(1985), exercise 13.8.2, pp. 553-553. However since we wanted a large N=T, we extended the
series. The series, of course, are available upon request.
12Exercise 13.8.2, pp. 553-553.
13Since we are using normally distributed shocks, we claim that the BC and BCa conﬁdence
intervals coincide (at least to the degree to which equation 13 is a good approximation). To
see why, one just notices that, given equation 4, upon diﬀrentiation one ﬁnds that
·









=0and a . =0a c c o r d i n gt oe q u a t i o n1 3 .
9(β21), using each of the resampling plans and using B = 100014,f o r1 − 2α
levels of 0.9, 0.95 and 0.99. We calculated both the width of the interval and
its bias, deﬁned as the absolute value of the diﬀerence between the midpoint of
t h ei n t e r v a la n dt h et r u ev a l u e( β21 =1 ).
We repeated the whole experiment 25 times15, and calculated the averages
of bias and width across the 25 experiments, for each of the conﬁdence levels,
resampling plans and variance conﬁgurations.. The results we obtained are the
material of the next section.
5 Results of our Experiment16
5.1 Conﬁguration C1 (σ2
v =8 , σ2
ε =8 , σ2






v, it seems hard to say ap r i o r iwhether coherence
or over-restrictiveness should concern us more. What our results showed was
that, as expected, the CRP gave narrower conﬁdence intervals than any other
plan. The ICRP and TCRP gave intervals with approximately the same width,
which was always lower than the one of the intervals produced by the IRP.
As for the bias, the results turned out to be less clear, although they also
seem to favor the CRP. Diﬀerences in the average bias were low, but for “low”
levels of α the CRP obtained the lowest average bias. In all the cases, the IRP
exhibited the largest average bias.
Obviously, one should use a formal criterion,d e ﬁned ex-ante, to decide which
of the plans did perform best under this variance proﬁle. Without such criterion,
however, it seems that in this case the CRP gave the best results in the sense
of narrow intervals with a low bias. The fact that the IRP produced the least
satisfactory results seems less controversial 17.
5.2 Conﬁguration C2 (σ2
v =8 , σ2
ε =1 6 , σ2
w =8 )
This conﬁguration implies higher variance for the time-speciﬁcs h o c kt h a nf o r
any other. Thus, a conjecture would be that time-coherence should be a major
concern.
What we found was that the TCRP gave in average the second narrowest
conﬁdence intervals18. On the other hand, however, TCRP produced the least
biased results. Again, without a formal criterion, any conclusion has to be taken
carefully. It seems, however, that the combination of relatively narrow intervals
14There are methods to determine B endogenously —e.g. Andrews and Buchinsky (1999).
However, for reasons of computational costs, we followed B=1000 as the rule of thunb proposed
by Efron (1987, p. 173 and section 9).
15This number may seem low and indeed it is. However, it was the largest feasible number,
given the computational constraints.
16A summary of these results is given in a table attached at the end of this paper. The
Gauss program with which we performed the experiment is, of course, available upon request.
17One must recognize, nonetheless, that (by a little) the IRP is less computationally costly
that the others.
18The ascending order, according to average width was: CRP, TCRP, ICRP, IRP.
10with the lowest bias favors, under this variance conﬁguration, the performance
of the TCRP.
5.3 Conﬁguration C3 (σ2
v =1 6 , σ2
ε =8 , σ2
w =8 )
Again, based on the magnitude of the variance of the individual-speciﬁcs h o c k ,i n
this case one should be particularly concerned about individual coherence. Once
again, the results conform to that conjecture: on average, the ICRP provides us
with the second narrowest but least biased BC conﬁdence intervals. The CRP
gives us narrower but more biased results (to the 95 and 90%, the CRP gives
the most biased intervals).
Consistently with the results under conﬁguration C2, in this case, the ICRP
seems to exhibit the best performance.
5.4 Conﬁguration C4 (σ2
v =1 , σ2
ε =1 , σ2
w =1 6 )
Under this variance conﬁguration, the magnitude of the variance of the unspe-
ciﬁc shock would lead one to be especially concerned about the over-restrictiveness
problem. and, in eﬀect, our results are consistent with that, in the sense that it
is the IRP the plan that seems to give optimal results19. In general, the width
of the intervals was very similar across all the plans20. On the other hand, the
IRP showed the lowest bias to the 99 and 90% and the second lowest to the 95%
conﬁdence levels.
5.5 Conﬁguration C5 (σ2
v =8 , σ2
ε =8 , σ2
w =1 )
Again, this is a case in which coherence, in both dimensions of the panel, seems
to be most important concern. Accordingly, the plan that seems to give the
most adequate results is the CRP. It gives intervals far narrower than the ones
obtained through other plans, with levels of bias that in one case are the lowest
of all, and in the others are no much larger (never being the largest) than the
IRP. This case is less conclusive, but a fair conjecture seems to be that the CRP
would be the optimal plan under this conﬁguration.
6F i n a l R e m a r k s
In order to build bootstrap conﬁdence intervals for a random eﬀects panel data
model, we would like to have a resampling plan that is coherent and does not
impose restrictions that do not exist (we assume) on the true random shocks.
We have argued that that may be an impossible task whenever we do not want
19In which case, the pejorative name “incoherent”, that we gave to this plan, presents itself
as particularly unfair. One could better use, for example, “adequately restrictive”. But we
will not.
20This is actually a very strong result for the IRP, which is designed to have higher variance
as a resampling plan. In this case, the IRP usually gave the second narrowest intervals, but
the diﬀerences with the narrowest were small.
11to try and estimate series for each of the shocks. Nonetheless, we believe that by
adequately choosing the resampling plan, we can minimize the problems of inco-
herences and/or over-restrictiveness. The results of our experiment suggest that
the variances of each of the shocks may provide the econometrician with an idea
of which of the problems (time- or individual-coherence, or over-restrictiveness)
should be the major concern. Consistently a more adequate resampling plan
may be used.
Of course, the results that we did obtain constitute only a particular exper-
iment. Further considerations should add to the decision. However, we believe
that one experiment similar to the one we performed here, in the case of a par-
ticular applied work, may be helpful in the sense of orienting the econometrician
towards more precise conﬁdence intervals.
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